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CannaBiz 
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Are you interested in a new career, or perhaps in a new investment opportunity (not 
a recommendation)? Think no farther than the booming cannabis industry. Maybe 
not the “pot” or “weed” of your college days, today’s cannabis is the foundational 
product of an industry that combines agricultural and pharmaceutical businesses, 
and is exploding.   

Companies are springing up as quickly as medical marijuana is legalized in a state. 
With aggressive lobbying at the state and local level, with national conventions, and 
all the normal industry associations, the industry is growing rapidly. A branch ex-
ample: WomenGrow is an organization founded in 2014 to promote women’s influ-
ence and success in the industry. (No “grass ceiling” here.) 

A cannabis business is not for the faint of heart. Some other new industries have 
had high-pressure infancies, but cannabis companies have some unique challenges.  
They have been, and are being, created simultaneous with the industry’s transition 
from prohibition to a highly regulated legal status. Most cannabis products are vari-
ations on commodities whose possession, manufacture and sale landed people in 
jail not too long ago, so there is little business or regulatory infrastructure in place 
for company development. It’s like driving in semi-darkness at 100 mph. Even Cal-
ifornia, where cannabis is more established, may face a distribution bottleneck. 

Not dreamy hippies, many cannabusiness people  are seri-
ous entrepreneurs with “Big Marijuana” backing, building 
complex vertical businesses. These  start with research. 
They blend plant strains for strength and for the balance of 
components. For example, blends for medical usage em-
phasize Cannabidiol (CBD) which reduces inflammation, 
anxiety, blood pressure, etc., but doesn’t offer as  much of 
the psychoactive benefits as Tetrahydrocannabinol THC). 
An agricultural product, cannabis must be bred and grown, 
but as a  pharmaceutical product, testing and quality con-
trol are critical. Then the crop must be used or infused into 
objects of consumption. Coming up with new “edibles” is 
important for competition as it’s no longer just reefers and 
brownies. Ice cream, candy, oral dissolving film, vaporiz-
ers, and so on, with more every day. How about cannabis 

infused  bath salts and balms to fight pain? 

The political boundaries and the speed of regulatory change make early entry risky. 
They also make compliance very confusing. Companies have had to design compli-
ance programs while the regulations are still being decided. Things are changing 
fast. Medical marijuana currently is legal in 30 states, and 8 states have approved 
the sale of recreational products. These numbers will increase rapidly, mostly be-
cause there is little political upside to opposing legalization.  

However, much of this is going on in a legal gray area. The obstacles don’t end 
with a single vote as there are several different levels of access: how much an indi-
vidual may possess, where you can use the substance, whether or not you can 
transport it across a state border, etc. Voters may approve legalization of recreation-
al cannabis, as happened in our own state in November of 2016. While the law al-
lowed for the possession, purchase and use of one ounce or less by those 21 and 
over, retail establishments couldn’t open until the start of 2018 (now delayed until 
July, 2018). State authorities have a long list of intricate problems to solve before 
full access: how to measure driving impairment, how to handle taxation, advertising 
or protection of children, how to block a black market, etc. Meanwhile, individual 
towns have their own referendums to determine the extent to which they want to 
limit cultivation, manufacture and retail sales.                 
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Emotional Assets 

Are you a collector? Do you still have all those Beanie Babies because your dear mother gave them to you? Do you expect 
your coin collection to finance your children’s education? What is collecting about for you? 

No matter the intent, it’s generally agreed that enjoying your collectibles as a hobby is a good thing because collecting tends 
not to pay well. A study of collectible art, stamps and musical instruments between 1900 and  2012, showed an annualized 
return  of +6.4% -6.9%, exceeding the return of US bonds, bills and gold. However, that did not factor in the high costs of 
buyers’ premiums which can range from 12% to 25% in auction houses or with private dealers. 

The “psychobenefits” can be significant. These include the pleasure of displaying your dolls, coins or antique vehicles, and 
the stimulation of research to acquire expertise.  For some couples, collecting provides the organizing principle for travel 
plans, recreational expenses, or even friendships. For example, one couple traveled to Heisy glass conventions or auctions, 
and enjoyed fellowship with other Heisy enthusiasts. Once their home was deluged with Heisy, they sold most of it, before 
they became “hoarders,” and started up a new collection of Chintz china, repeating the process. The sale income surely felt 
like a windfall at the time, but the financial return on investment likely wasn’t impressive. The focus on Heisy offered other 
benefits including searching and studying the products (fighting boredom and Alzheimer's), traveling together to the collec-
tors’ gatherings (enriching their marriage), and enjoying the exhibit of the Heisy in their home (domestic harmony).  

Collecting has lost much of its intrigue. Younger people don’t tend to devote the same attention as their  parents. The inter-
net has simplified the hunt. Finding a desired article used to involve visits to antique shops or thrilling 
and unexpected discoveries in a barn auction. Now, poking around in eBay, Etsy and online collector 
forums make it hard to justify the random quests, despite how pleasurable those may be.  

E. Dimson & C.  Spaenjers, “The Investment  Performance of Art and Other Collectibles,”https://papers.ssm.com, 9/2/2013, R.  
Ferri, “Collecting for Hobby and Investment,” www.forbes.com,10/3/13, J.  Waggoner “Collectibles Market Not What it Used to 
Be,” www.mutualfundobserver.com,9/2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/collection 

The cannabis businesses watch their progress in order to be ready when the gates open. Waiting can be very expensive. 

A recent source of confusion is Attorney General Jeff Session’s unpopular rescission of the Cole Memo which directed 
federal enforcement to be indulgent of state regulations. As long as the federal position is in conflict with the states, canna-
bis companies can have trouble getting bank support. In some areas, the companies have had to resort to cash-only, mak-
ing payroll and taxpaying challenging. Federal law also blocks pension funds from investment in illegal products, limiting 
potential financial support. 

However daunting, these challenges will be overcome. There’s too much potential gain for  “Big Marijuana” businesses 
and investors to ignore, as well as adjunct businesses (greenhouse equipment, lab services, insurance, edibles production, 
vaporizer cartridges, to name just a few). Moreover, political support is widespread. It may be that once the  kinks are 
ironed out by the entrepreneurs,  Big Pharma will move in and take over. 

Just for fun (these are not recommendations), if you’re interested in employment in the industry, check out AmeriCann 
which has purchased 53 acres in Freetown,  MA, on which to develop a “Cannabis Business Park.” The company has am-
bitious plans for riding this wave. Space for testing labs, greenhouses, research and training, production and corporate of-
fices can be bought or leased by companies registered under the Massachusetts Medical Marijuana Program. Investigate 
Garden Remedies, Inc. in Fitchburg and Sira Naturals, Inc. in Milford, and stay tuned for a large number of new compa-
nies in the wings.  

If you want to know more about investment opportunities, ask 21-year-old Boston hedge fund managers Duchess Capital, 
who have made the cannabis industry a major focus since 2012. Because blockage of  pension funds sweetens opportuni-
ties for other potential investors, attend a marijuana investors summit to begin your research into this  “GreenRush.”  

M. Tota, “Potshop Buzzing,” Business Matters, Worcester Sunday Telegram, 1/7/18, M. Delki, “70% Voters Oppose Enforcing Federal Marijuana 
Laws,” Newsweek, 1/11/18, “Federal Marijuana Bills Boosted by New Supporters, The Cannabist, 1/9/18, Associated Press, “California Legal Marijuana 
Sales Could Hit a Distribution  Roadblock,” The Cannabist 1/7/18,  A. Halperin, “Cannabis Industry is Well-Armed to Fight Sessions,” https://Slate.com, 
1/5/18,  E. Livni, “A Cannabis Business Park Coming to MA,” https://qz.com, 12/28/16, “It’s 2017: Here’s Where You Can Legally Smoke Weed Now,” 
www. Business Insider, 1/8/17, Miller, “Mass Voters Say Yes to Legalized Marijuana,” www.BostonGlobe.com,  MarijuanaInvestorsSummit.com 
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Economic and Financial Overview  

In the 4th quarter, the world economy maintained a sound and coordinated expansion, characterized by low inflation growth 
and also by low risk of recession. U.S. manufacturers registered optimism, expecting tax reforms to bolster businesses as a 
drop in the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21% suggests higher profits ahead. Although consumer sentiment has fallen a bit 
since October, a recent poll of Americans showed that 60% are satisfied with the state of the economy. All is well?  
 
Low unemployment and a booming stock market can claim large credit for the contentment. After all, the unemployment rate 
of 4.1% is at a  17 year low. The U.S stock  market rose by +6.1% (S&P 500 Index) in the quarter, the 9th quarterly consecu-
tive advance.  The Index’s 2017 return was +21.8%. while the Dow Jones Industrial Average gained +25.1% for the year. 
These were relatively painless gains because of unusually low volatility. There has been no decline of 5% or more (peak to 
trough) since June, 2016 when investors reacted to England’s shocking Brexit vote. Again, all is well? 
  
In the U.S., the long period of moderate economic expansion is likely in its mid-to-late cycle. Full employment and a tighten-
ing monetary policy may limit the capacity for rapid growth. (Non supervisory) wage hikes have been tepid. Moreover, with 
global monetary policy following the Fed’s lead, the dollar may become even weaker. Risks to our economic well-being in-
clude the escalating tensions with N. Korea, persistent political chaos in Washington, and, possibly, an economy overheated 
by excessive fiscal stimulus.  
 
As for the financial markets, the elongated bull market that has reigned since March of 2009, could exhibit more normality in 
the coming year. Returns have been high, but without much volume or breadth. Both valuations and market optimism are ele-
vated, and the VIX index (Wall Street’s “gauge of fear”) has been relatively placid. Typically when the market persists with-
out a meaningful correction, the subsequent drop is a deep one. Yet who knows? The magic could continue for a while. 
 
The flattening yield curve reflects strong industrial production and capacity utilization, possibly forecasting 3 or  more rate 
hikes in 2018. Fixed income yields are rising, increased borrowing costs for corporations. With other central banks also mov-
ing to a firmer monetary policy, U.S. higher yields may not significantly attract foreign investors.  
 

Growing Up, Growing Old 

There are many age thresholds that Americans approach with delight: 10 years old (“double digits!”) Bar/Bat Mitzvah, learn-
er’s permit, voting rights, legal alcohol consumption. But once we hit the age of full citizenry, the thresholds offer more ap-
prehension than pleasure. They require an action of some complexity, with consequences for inaction, or for acting in error.  

At 65, we sign up for Medicare. If you buy your own health insurance, this is a terrific benefit as usually it reduces the costs. 
However, the choices are complicated, particularly if your working status is at all unusual. For example, while most employ-
ees remain in their company health plan until they retire, they must transfer to Medicare at age 65 if the company workforce 
is fewer than 20 employees. We stumbled upon this detail not too long ago when an employee hit 65 with no current plans to 
retire. The company’s health plan provider insisted that she could stay in the plan. Fortunately, the knowledgeable SHINE 
lady (Serving the Health Information Needs of Everyone) at the local Senior Center told us differently. Had she not become 
involved, there would have been a penalty attached to the employee’s Medicare fee throughout her lifetime! The lesson?  
Before enrolling in Medicare, consult an expert, in this case,  S.H.I.N.E., which has the extra benefit of being free.  

The same advice holds for people a bit older.  During the year in which we attain 701/2, we begin the mandatory Required 
Minimum Distributions from our tax-advantaged retirement accounts. This threshold also can be hazardous. Penalties for 
missing the withdrawal are severe: a 50% tax penalty over and above taxes on the money you were required to withdraw. 
The first withdrawal can be postponed until April 1of the following year, but don’t be an April Fool. Delaying the first RMD 
may provide relief that first year but in the next, two RMDs must be taken. The additional income  may place you in a higher 
tax bracket, perhaps increasing the tax burden significantly. There are other complexities, including the strategic decision as 
to which of your IRAs you should tap.  Also, you might consider making a Qualified Charitable Contribution from your 
RMD, so that the amount won’t be counted as income, and can do some good.  

These aging thresholds demand careful attention, as the devil surely is in the details. Consult the IRS website yourself, or 
trust your accountant to advise you. Either way, take these deadlines seriously. These are the Golden Years, but not in all 
aspects. 
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Yellen’s Term:  Short and Sweet 
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In the second quarter 2014 issue of notes from the Assabet, we wrote about Janet Yellen, then the newly appointed and con-
firmed Federal Reserve Board Chair. Yellen boasted a flawless inventory of credentials fitting her for the post. Originally seen 
as a “trailing spouse” to Nobel Prize winning economist George Akerlof, Yellen soared to her own prominence. As the only 
female Economics PhD grad from Yale in 1971, she went on to become a star in academia, a member of the Fed board in 
1994, Chair of Clinton’s Council of Economic Advisors, then  back to the Fed as President of  the San Francisco Federal Re-
serve Bank (2004-2010) and Vice Chair of the Fed Board of Governors under Bernanke (2010-2014).   

The level of opposition to her candidacy was surprising, given those qualifications. In 2014, however, anything supported by 
President Obama engendered opposition from a GOP Congress, and differences on policy 
should be expected. Yet distaste for Yellen also involved a notable element of sexism. The 
stated concern was that she did not have the requisite toughness or “gravitas” to counter the 
Congress. As a soft-spoken meticulous woman, only 5’3” tall, she certainly did not meet the 
personal historical model of Fed Chairs, all of whom had been men. 

When Yellen became the first Fed Chair in decades to not be renominated after a single term, 
she was hailed broadly for her performance. A significant 3 out of 4 economists polled con-
cerning the nomination had supported her. Since her dismissal as Chair, and her subsequent 
retirement from the Board (not an unusual move as past Chairs tend to withdraw), most re-
views of her short legacy have been admiring.  

As Fed Chair, Yellen led policy decisions following an economic crisis which, as a member of the Board of  Governors, she 
had forecast more than a year prior. In managing the exit from the financial crisis, she provided an environment for steady eco-
nomic growth without instigating a rise in inflation, and reduced the jobless rate. During Yellen’s  term, unemployment 
dropped to a rate of 4.1% from 6.7%. Crisis averted, the Fed began to cautiously unwind a $4.5 trillion balance sheet. This 
process of normalization, like the earlier accommodation, was slow and steady in order to inhibit boom or bust conditions. 
Slowly rising rates not only serve to impede speculation in the investment markets but they also allow a margin in which to 
respond to downturns. However, rates that rise too quickly in an overheated economy can bring on recession. Yellen had her 
detractors, of course, those who judged her overly cautious and too protective of financial regulations. 

Yellen was known to be highly data-driven in her analysis. Temperate in her presentation style, she captured respect through  
credibility rather than force. In his book, The Courage to Act, Ben Bernanke reported that when 
Yellen spoke at a governors’ meeting, “Her contributions were always among the most substan-
tive at the meeting. The room hushed when she spoke.” Obviously Gravitas was not a problem. 
Yellen also was noted for being sensitive to the impact of unemployment on individuals and fami-
lies. An idol among women economists, she rarely referred to gender issues. She was unusually 
communicative, able to explain Fed policies to a lay audience, and willing to set expectations for 
professionals in finance. 

Why was she denied a second term?  Trump spoke positively about her service in 2017, despite 
accusing her, a year earlier of keeping rates low to help Obama. Also during the campaign, his 
campaign video linked her with two other Jewish financial leaders as part of “global special inter-
ests.” Saying that he wanted to make his own mark on the Fed, Trump nominated Jerome Powell, 

a member of the Board of Governors. Powell has a background in private equity management, but no advanced degree in eco-
nomics. He  is considered to be comfortable with Fed policies to date and not averse to regulations. Trump should have no 
problem making his mark as there are 4 more open seats to fill. Time will tell if he will embrace the Board’s historical inde-
pendence. 

B. Applebaum, “As the Last Day Nears…,” www.nytimes.com,11/21/17, B. Casselman & K. Granville, “Keep Fed Chair Janet Yellan Legacy,” USA Today, 
10/23/17, B. Casselman & K. Granville, “Yellen's  Legacy,” NY Times, 11/2/17, M. O’Brien, “Yellen Should Stay at the Fed,” www.wapost.com,10/26/17, 
“Janet Yellen Resigns  From  Fed Reserve Board,” www.jta.org,11/21/17, J. Smialek, “Yellen Says She’ll Leave Fed,” www.bloomberg.com,  11/20/17, 
V.Guida, “Yellan Announces Resignation…” www.politico.com, 11/20/17, P. DaCosta, “Yellen to Resign,” Business Insider, 11/20/17, A. Chozich, “Janet 
Yellen Didn’t Set Out to be a Feminist Hero,”  www.nytimes, 12/9/17 
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